
Exploring 

the Teachings of 

Islam

1. Who are the Jinn?
Creation of Allah between men and angels

some are created good or evil.  They are
invisible and stronger than man.  Sometimes

thought of as demons.

2. According Islam where did Satan come
from?

An evil jinn.
3. About how many wives are Muslims

permitted?  How many did Muhammad
have?

Muslim men may have up to four wives.
Allah gave Muhammad the right to as many

as he wished. He had 15 to 16 wives plus
slaves.

4. What is a muta marriage?
Islam soldiers permitted to take a temporary
wife while away from home.  When divorcing

her must send away with a gift.
5. Who is the only woman mentioned by

name in the Qur’an?
Mary, the mother of Jesus

6. What is the doctrine Fitrah?
All children are born in a state of innocense. 
7. How do Muslims view sin?

feeblemindedness which leads to
forgetfulness

8. What kind of sacrifice does Islam
recognize?

The sacrifice of ram or goat in place of
Ishmael when Abraham was about to
sacrifice him.  It is reenacted during

pilgrimage to Mecca.
9. How does a Muslim find salvation?
 Performing works:  confessing the shahada,
fasting, praying, giving of alms, and going on

a pilgrimage, etc.

10. Do Muslims have an assurance of
salvation?

NO!
11. What is the only sure way for a Muslim to

gain a place in paradise?
Die while practicing Jihad of the sword.

12. Who is the Mahdi?
Jesus who will return one day.

13. What will Christ do when He returns
according to Islam?

Destroy Dajjal, all pigs, all churches and
synagogues, break cross, establish Islam as only

religion, live 40 to 45 years marry, have children,
die and be buried next to Muhammad.

14. Who is the Dajjal?
The antichrist

15. What are the Scales of Justice?
The recording angels will place their books
on it to determine if a Muslim’s good deeds
outweigh the bad to determine whether he

goes to Paradise or Hell.
16. What is the Sirat?

The bridge over hell Muslims must cross to
make it into Paradise after Judgment.

17. Contrast the rewards of an Islamic heaven
with the Heaven described in the Bible?

Islam Paradise is carnal pleasure for men. 
The Bible teaches it is a spiritual place

focused on an eternal relationship
worshiping God.

18. Contrast the punishment in an Islamic hell
with the Hell described in the Bible?

Bible Hell can never be escaped not matter
what the dead believe or confess

19. According to Muhammad in the Hadith
who were the most abundant inhabitants
of hell?

Women


